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1. a  EVENT INFORMATION 

 Date of Event: 2019 December 7-8 

 Venue: Grand Hotel Duca d'Este, Tivoli, Italy
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1.b EVENT INFORMATION 

 Total Number of People: around 190

 Number of Participants: 186

 Number of CheonBo staff: 40

CheonBo Europe Branch: 4

Chanyang Team: 21

Local Team: 15

Total Umber of People: around 190 

umber of Participants. 186 

umber of Cheon Bo s aft. 40 



2. 2-DAY WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

 Opening Ceremony
 CheonBo Lecture 1: Rev. Tibor Krebsz
 Break 
 Chanyang Session – 60 mins
 Break
 CheonBo Lecture 2: Pres. In Pyo Moon
 Writing reflections
 Rehearsal for Ceremonies 

 Ancestor Liberation Ceremony
 Break 
 HJ Offering Ceremony 
 Lunch 
 Ancestor Blessing Ceremony 
 Break
 Victory Celebration 
 Writing testimonies 
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6.a  Chanyang Yeoksa 



6.b Ancestor Liberation



Chanyang Team & Main Staff  



6.c Hyojeong Offering Ceremony 



Group Photo 



6.d Ancestor Blessing Ceremony



6.e Ancestor Blessing Ceremony



Moments



50 years following True Parents!!!!



Victory Celebration & Entertainment



7. a TESTIMONIES

Dear True Mother, I want to thank you for your sacrifice and for what You did in
this time for me and how much love and filial piety You had towards Heavenly
Parents and how much you have supported True Father in Your life with great
sacrifices.
I want to thank you especially because in this Chanyang Session I could

experience healing since I had troubles walking. Now I can run! Thank you
for your love and guidance, even on behalf of my ancestors. I want to greet You
with all my heart and promise You that I go on the road that You and True
Father went by shedding your blood, sweat and tears. With Love,

Alberto and Gerlinde Pugnoli, Milan, Italy



7. b TESTIMONIES

The first day when we started the Chanyang Yeoksa session, I saw a lot of people
together, they were cheering and very happy. They were congratulating me and were really
cheerful. Then, I felt a very strong energy, very warm, fatherly energy, supporting love coming
like a wave towards me. I felt a deeper connection with God's Heart. I am sure this energy
was God, it was really powerful. Then, I saw people making lines one after another, with
space between them. Suddenly this space was filled up with spouses. A huge amount of
people, husbands and wives. Then, something else appeared. Many people who were dark,
pitch black and kind of dirty, not in good shape, twisted, moving slowly, you couldn't recognise
them. Then a light came, coming horizontally. It was more then light, it was bright energy. This
energy came from behind me, went through me and through those dark people. From my
chest the light went through them and their black cover which was like a shell around them
also disappeared completely, like breaking down, one by one. What remained inside only
white people, people with light, bright radiating light. This energy was going in this direction,
from me to them. But, as I turned around a bit, behind me there were True Parents. This

light was coming from True Parents towards me, going through me and reaching those

people. And, I looked further and even more behind True Parents, there was the source

of this light, and I think it was God, the Light, the origin of everything.

Nedelcho Bardanov, Bulgaria



7. c TESTIMONIES

On Saturday, I was the main vocal the last part, and I really felt the heart of

God telling me I was not alone. In fact, a lot of people have spiritual experiences
during the Chanyang Yeoksa. Even though I am a child of God, I still have my 5%
of work to do to reach perfection. However, I still have to work for it, because if
not, then no one can do it. During the first part of the Chanyang Yeoksa session,
I cried a lot while singing and clapping. It was strange and I felt free at the same
time because I usually don’t cry in those kinds of situation, but I also wanted to
express my gratitude towards True Parents.

The first time I was a main during the CheonBo event, I had to study for a lot of
exams. I prayed about it, and got great grades months after. To conclude, I really
wanted to say that even though we may be “unavailable”, we must take at least

some portion of our time, while living here on earth, to live for the sake of

others, True Parents and God. This experience made me realize God is with us
even when we think He isn’t. We must make room to welcome him in our hearts,
minds and souls. If not, he cannot help us.

Chanyang Team member, Cíntia Cabral, France



CheonBo Chanyang Team 
3 – Day  Preparation Workshop
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